
Office hours cancelled tomorrow!
Rational Choice and cooperation

Problems of Collective Action and the 
Coase Theorem 



Today’s Menu:  5 points
• Competition (absence of conscious coordination) is an 

essential feature of markets
– Good because markets coordinate without cooperation, 

competition drives efficiency
• Why it’s rational not to cooperate
• Why its rational to not to cooperate in large groups
• Why cooperation is sometimes better than 

competition
• How can you get cooperation?

– Government Authority (political Liberals)
– Coase Theorem (economic liberals)



competition is an essential feature of 
markets

• We have been talking about the market 
system (group of institutions) 

• voluntary transactions allocate resources
• Efficiency is achieved

– Rationality
– Competition

• This is very convenient for the economic 
liberal



Why it’s “rational” not to cooperate

• Stage Hunt and PD Games explain this
– Why so much doping in cycling?
– Why no climate change treaty?
– Why Arms Races?
– Why do people always arrive late to parties?



Why so much doping?

NO DOPING
Low Payoff

Column gets 
High payoff 
because Row 
is a sucker 
and gets 
nothing

Row gets High 
payoff because 
Column is a sucker

We both dope because
At least we get something



Why do people always arrive late to a 
party?

1

1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s customary for people to arrive “socially late” to parties. In my social circles, this means arriving an hour after the stated invitation time.But customary does not mean correct. The practice of being socially late creates inefficiency only a government bureaucrat would be proud of. Arriving late means that people spend less time with each other, and punctual people get punished.Solving this problem is a snap: have everyone show up on time. Everyone would benefit and it’s virtually costless to implement. But change is hard to come by. I’ve discussed this with many people, and no one has a compelling answer.But I think I’ve come up with one. The reason is that arriving socially late, though sub-optimal, is actually a safer decision than showing up on time. The reasoning comes out of a famous game about hunting for stag (adult deer).The party arrival time gameShould you show up on time or socially late to a party?If you show up socially late, then you are likely to arrive when other guests will be there for sure. This means you are guaranteed a payoff.On the other hand, if you show up on time, your payoff depends on what others do. If others show up on time, then you all get to spend lots of time with each other. If others show up late, however, then you might get annoyed and feel like the party is a wash.Under these considerations, the payoffs to this game are exactly the same as the stag-hunt game, with the strategies having different labels:if you aren’t winning, then try to change the game.Not all parties start wastefully, and the reason is people have figured out ways to change the incentives. The solutions are all about creating commitment and incentives for on-time arrivals.On that note, here are some common ways to induce punctuality:–Throw a surprise partyNo one wants to miss the birthday person’s reaction at the start. And people that do lose out.–Get a reputation for being short on food/drinksI don’t like this one, but some people do it on purpose. Scott Adams toys with the idea in one of his Dilbert newsletters.–Go to a club that charges cover after a certain timeThis isn’t a perfect solution, as lots of people are willing to shell out money. I don’t quite understand it, but the people who show up late have to pay, so it’s their choice.–Buy tickets for a fixed movie time or event in advanceWhen I’m in a big group, the benefit to committing to a specific time outweighs the small convenience fee, if any. Often, it’s possible to buy tickets at the theater a day or so in advance and avoid the charge.



So the “games” show us that:

• cooperation is difficult in general
• But NOT cooperating can be IRRATIONAL!!!!



And especially difficult in Markets because they 
are large groups—rationality is different in large 

and small groups

LARGE GROUPS

• the typical participant won’t 
cooperate that much—it’s not 
rational

• No social costs for narrow self-
interested behavior

• Large groups trying to 
cooperate can’t act efficiently

• Selfless behavior is not even 
praiseworthy. 

SMALL GROUPS

• More social incentives
• Selfless behavior is rational
• Transparency
• Reputation
• Social pressure
• Interaction
• Trust
• consensus



Prisoners Dilemma can be overcome in a small group if 
communication is possible and interaction long-term

US-Russia

IRAN
NORTH KOREA

NUCLEAR ARMS RACE
Cooperate Defect

Cooperate

Defect

Communication
Transparency
Reputation
trust



Important role of Information

Action
↑          ↑

Desires←Beliefs
↓          ↕
Information

But Good information is difficult to get in Large 
Groups



Information is difficult to get in large groups and large groups 
encourage “free riders”

• Advantage-seeking nevertheless presents an important social problem. 
Government is necessary,, precisely because individuals are partial to themselves.

• Liberals worried about self-interest, then, because they were conscious of the 
damaging effects of human partiality. 

• A self-interested individual will prefer that everyone else obeys the law, while he 
or she continues to disobey it.

– Such an arrangement would be in the individual's private interest, but it would also be wrong 
from a liberal point of view. 

– To benefit from the self-restraint of others, while continuing to benefit from one's own lack of 
self-restraint, is flagrantly unjust or unfair.

• Individuals who exempt themselves from otherwise universal constraints implicitly 
assert, contrary to liberal principles, that they are special, superior, higher types.

• It would be in the interests of each of us to make an exception of ourselves; we 
would prefer to free ride on the taxes paid by our neighbors or to break the speed 
limit whenever convenient while benefiting from the well-monitored driving of 
others. But we cannot be permitted to do this because self-exemption from 
generally valid laws would be unfair. For liberals, a norm of fairness overrides the 
motive of self-interest.



Rational Actors have no incentive to 
cooperate in large groups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rational actors have no individual incentive to support collective action. They will calculate that the costs of membership are high and that their participation can have no significant effect on the organisation's bargaining power, and so they will conclude that they have nothing to gain from membership. Each potential member of a trades union, for example, will judge that the sheer size of its membership gives it the necessary bargaining power, one extra member will make no difference. This leads to a paradox: if each potential member makes this same calculation, as rational choice theory expects them to do, then no one would ever join the union. The union would have little or no bargaining power, and so no one will receive any negotiated pay rises or improved conditions of work.



Who Cares anyway?

• Economic liberals believe that “large group” 
rationality is endemic to human nature; 

• Economic liberals believe that 
– Most incentives encourage narrow, self-

interested rationality
– Our very nature discourages cooperation
Good because……
Markets depend on self-interest and 

competition to provide the efficiency that 
produces wealth



But even economic liberals believe that 
competition isn’t always rational, and 

institutions (states) can help
• reasons even economic liberals think 

cooperation might be necessary in a market 
system :
– Reduce fraud and cheating
– Mitigate externalities (neighborhood 

effects)
– Create public goods
– You need cooperation to create Trust.  

Why?



Otherwise, just depend on the Business 
Cycle

•Prosperity
•Transition
•Trough
•Recovery

?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the prosperity phase, the economy is operating at or close to full capacity.  Increased lending by banks and spending by some combination of consumers, firms and government drives up aggregate demand. New jobs push the workforce toward full employment.  But eventually growth slows and the economy slips into the transition phase.  The increase in demand for loans will cause interest rates to rise above the expected return on some proposed investments. Wage demands exceed gains in productivity. Production inputs become more expensive. As the costs of doing business increase across the board, the profit margins of firms begin to fall. Some firms lay off workers, labor unions organize, and the rate of investment declines as businesses concentrate on selling off inventory rather than developing new ideas and products.  The economy moves toward the trough of the cycle, a recession or depression depending on its severity. Demand slackens as consumer borrowing and spending slow down.Firms postpone capital spending and try to streamline production by laying off more workers. The general mood becomes increasingly pessimistic as employment, income, and demand continue to decline. Rising protectionism and currency devaluation….. The great depression of the 1930s saw the modern heights of nationalist defensive protectionism and the near-collapse of international trade. The gold standard disintegrated in competitive devaluations and fragmentation into competing monetary blocs. International finance was cut off, or was manipulated by national authorities to serve state mercantilist goals.This depression tore apart international cooperation, facilitating the rise of illiberal and vehement nationalist ideologies that contributed, in turn, to another world war. The oil shock and ensuing stagflation of the 1970s brought massive changes to international trade and finance. The increasing cost of energy forced energy importers to compete more intensely for export markets, and (for many) to borrow massively from states and banks, in order to finance the necessary imports of energy. Debt crises and a lost decade for many economies of the South were a partial result. Inflation (resulting from the boost in price of a central input to production) was accompanied by contractionary monetary policies and slow growth, boosting protectionist forces in the industrialized North.The Bretton Woods system came finally to a complete end and globalization without a stabilizing hegemon was ushered in  But eventually, in the business cycle, the decline in demand levels off as  Currencies are devalued to stimulate exports, or A hegemon provides counter-cyclical lending; Investment starts to pick up as inventories run down and predicted marginal returns on new projects exceed the costs of borrowing. Businesses start to buy more inputs and more labor. New jobs spur consumer optimism that in turn induces increased spending.  The boost in demand will bring the economy back to recovery and to the prosperity phase. The cycle will start over.



Political Liberals don’t trust the business cycle.  
Why not?

•Prosperity
•Transition
•Trough
•Recovery

?

Governemt
“bailout
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Presentation Notes
During the prosperity phase, the economy is operating at or close to full capacity.  Increased lending by banks and spending by some combination of consumers, firms and government drives up aggregate demand. New jobs push the workforce toward full employment.  But eventually growth slows and the economy slips into the transition phase.  The increase in demand for loans will cause interest rates to rise above the expected return on some proposed investments. Wage demands exceed gains in productivity. Production inputs become more expensive. As the costs of doing business increase across the board, the profit margins of firms begin to fall. Some firms lay off workers, labor unions organize, and the rate of investment declines as businesses concentrate on selling off inventory rather than developing new ideas and products.  The economy moves toward the trough of the cycle, a recession or depression depending on its severity. Demand slackens as consumer borrowing and spending slow down.Firms postpone capital spending and try to streamline production by laying off more workers. The general mood becomes increasingly pessimistic as employment, income, and demand continue to decline. Rising protectionism and currency devaluation….. The great depression of the 1930s saw the modern heights of nationalist defensive protectionism and the near-collapse of international trade. The gold standard disintegrated in competitive devaluations and fragmentation into competing monetary blocs. International finance was cut off, or was manipulated by national authorities to serve state mercantilist goals.This depression tore apart international cooperation, facilitating the rise of illiberal and vehement nationalist ideologies that contributed, in turn, to another world war. The oil shock and ensuing stagflation of the 1970s brought massive changes to international trade and finance. The increasing cost of energy forced energy importers to compete more intensely for export markets, and (for many) to borrow massively from states and banks, in order to finance the necessary imports of energy. Debt crises and a lost decade for many economies of the South were a partial result. Inflation (resulting from the boost in price of a central input to production) was accompanied by contractionary monetary policies and slow growth, boosting protectionist forces in the industrialized North.The Bretton Woods system came finally to a complete end and globalization without a stabilizing hegemon was ushered in  But eventually, in the business cycle, the decline in demand levels off as  Currencies are devalued to stimulate exports, or A hegemon provides counter-cyclical lending; Investment starts to pick up as inventories run down and predicted marginal returns on new projects exceed the costs of borrowing. Businesses start to buy more inputs and more labor. New jobs spur consumer optimism that in turn induces increased spending.  The boost in demand will bring the economy back to recovery and to the prosperity phase. The cycle will start over.



Political Liberals believe in government 
intervention for reasons of stability and justice

• Political liberals believe that cooperation 
among citizens creates a more stable 
environment than competition

• Political Liberals believe that cooperation can 
be achieved in large groups through the 
authority of consent



The Libertarian’s answer to state 
coordination: Coase Theorem

• . So, for example,  I should have the right and freedom to play 
my piano whenever I want, but my neighbor has a right to 
peace and quiet. According to this theorem, if people could 
bargain at low cost, there would be no problem of 
externalities and, indeed, the outcome would be the same no 
matter who had the rights

• Or we could use the market to solve the problem
• My neighbor calculates what his peace and quiet is worth and how much he is 

willing to pay me for it
• I calculate the cost of restrictions on my playing
• We come to an agreement on the price of peace and quiet
• And my neighbor pays me to restrict the times I’m allowed to play



Libertarians (economic liberals) say  Governments 
don’t have good information and they make mistakes

Brussels Sprouts Farm using 
pesticides

Herb Farm that wants organic 
certification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pesticide Drift and the Coase TheoremTwo farms are next to each other. The brussels sprouts farm uses pesticides; the herb farm is seeking organic certification. When the pesticide is deployed, the wind or fog may blow pesticide onto the herb farm, destroying its organic status. What result?According to this article, $1M in damages to the organic farm. At the same time, there is apparently a California code that says a pesticide user's responsibility ends as soon as the chemicals are deployed, and a county investigation exonerated the brussels sprouts farm of wrongdoing.So what gives? This seems like a classic application of the Coase Theorem, which says it shouldn't matter if the brussels sprouts farm has the entitlement to deploy pesticide or the herb farm has the entitlement to run an organic farm without worrying about pesticide drift because the parties will bargain with each other to achieve an efficient outcome. However, it's interesting to see that California law expressly gives the entitlement to brussels sprouts farm, privileging chemical use over organic farming. Sounds like maybe a little rent-seeking took place.



Let’s look again at the problem of illegal drugs 
and try to bring all these things together

Presenter
Presentation Notes
III.	how an economic liberal looks at drugs. 



What would the Coase theorem say?

• When drugs are sold, we are in the presence of a voluntary transfer of property;
• when the transfer is consensual, the risk of inefficiency is low because the parties are engaged in 

interaction.  
• But the consumption and sale of drugs generate externalities that affect third parties. (what could those 

be?: illnesses fostered by drug consumption, addiction leads to lack of productivity and responsibility etc.)  
Even if the two parties improve their circumstances in the course of a drugt exchange, they diminish the 
welfare of those who may have to suffer the consequences of consumption.

• Whose rights are more important?  The rights of traders in the market or the rights of third parties to live 
in a world without drugs?  

• The Coase theorem would say that drugs can be consumed but calls for compensation of victims in cases 
where drug consumption generates negative consequences for third parties. The parties should negotiate 
freely.  Drug dealers must pay for addition treatment, just like cigarette manufacturers should pay for lung 
cancer treatment



Did we show all of this clearly?

• Competition is an essential feature of markets
– Good because markets coordinate without 

cooperation
• Why it’s rational to compete
• Why its rational to compete in large groups
• Why cooperation is sometimes better than 

competition
• How can you get cooperation?

– Government Authority (political Liberals)
– Coase Theorem (economic liberals)
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